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Our group includes PostDocs, PhD students, and student assistants, and is headed by Prof. Felix Naumann. If you are interested in joining our team, please contact Felix Naumann.
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For bachelor students we offer German lectures on database systems in addition to paper- or project-oriented seminars. Within a one-year bachelor project, students finalize their studies in cooperation with external partners. For master students we offer courses on information integration, data profiling, and information retrieval enhanced by specialized seminars, master projects and we advise master theses.
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Most of our research is conducted in the context of larger research projects, in collaboration across students, across groups, and across universities. We strive to make available most of our datasets and source code.
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				Metanome - Data Profiling
			
Data profiling comprises a broad range of methods to efficiently analyze a given data set. In a typical scenario, which mirrors the capabilities of commercial data profiling tools, tables of a relational database are scanned to derive metadata, such as data types and value patterns, completeness and uniqueness of columns, keys and foreign keys, and occasionally functional dependencies and association rules. Individual research projects have proposed several additional profiling tasks, such as the discovery of inclusion dependencies or conditional functional dependencies.
The Metanome project is a project at HPI in cooperation with the Qatar Computing Reserach Institute (QCRI). Metanome provides a fresh view on data profiling by developing and integrating efficient algorithms into a common tool, expanding on the functionality of data profiling, and addressing performance and scalability issues for Big Data. A vision of the Metanome project appeared in SIGMOD Record "Data Profiling Revisited" and demo of the Metanome profiling tool was given at VLDB 2015 "Data Profiling with Metanome" (Please cite as BibTex/EndNote/ACM Ref) .









				Tool and Algorithms
			
	Metanome Tool and Profiling Algorithms










				Repeatability
			
	Repeatability page for IND publications
	Repeatability page for FD and OD publications
	Repeatability page for MD publications
	Repeatability page for DC publications
	Repeatability page for cardinality estimation
	Sister project ProLOD++ to profile Linked Open Data










				Data
			
	Data for FD-, UCC-, and OD-research
	Data for MD-research
	Data for IND-research
	Further datasets










				Algorithm Research
			
Active:
	Felix Naumann (Project lead)
	Hazar Harmouch (Single Column Profiling)
	Thorsten Papenbrock (IND, UCC and FD discovery; Metanome architecture)
	Tobias Bleifuß (DC discovery)

Past:
	Anja Jentzsch (RDF profiling and IND discovery)
	Arvid Heise (UCC discovery)
	Fabian Tschirschnitz (IND discovery)
	Jens Ehrlich (Conditional UCC discovery)
	Jorge-Arnulfo Quiané-Ruiz (@QCRI; UCC and IND discovery)
	Maximilian Grundke (CFD discovery)
	Moritz Finke (Approximate FD/IND discovery and FD ranking)
	Philipp Langer (OD discovery)
	Philipp Schirmer (MD discovery)
	Sebastian Kruse (IND discovery; Metadata Store)
	Tim Draeger (MVD discovery)
	Ziawasch Abedjan (UCC discovery)










				Tool Development
			
Active:
	Joana Bergsiek (Backend and Frontend)

Past:
	Carl Ambroselli (Frontend)
	Claudia Exeler (Frontend)
	Jakob Zwiener (Backend and Architecture)
	Maxi Fischer (Backend and Frontend)
	Moritz Finke (Backend and Architecture)
	Tanja Bergmann (Backend, Frontend, and Architecture)
	Vincent Schwarzer (Backend and Architecture)










				Projects within Metanome
			
	Unique column combination discovery
 	As prerequisite for unique constraints and keys, UCCs are a basic piece of metadata for any table. The problem is of particular complexity when regarding the exponential number of column combinations. We adress the problem by parallelization and pruning strategies.
 	This work is in collaboration with QCRI. 
	Inclusion dependency discovery
 	As prerequisite of foreign keys, INDs can tell us how tables within a schema can be connected. When regarding tables of different data sources, conditional IND discovery is of particular relevance.
 	See also the completed Aladin project and publications by Jana Bauckmann et al., in particular our Spider algorithm.
	Incremental dependency discovery
 	We are extending our work on UCC and IND discovery to tables that receive incremental updates. The goal is to avoid a complete re-computation and restrict processing to relevant columns, records, and dependencies.
	Profiling and Mining RDF data
 	The <subject, predicate, object> data model of RDF necessitates new approaches to basic profiling and data mining methods. 
 	See also: ProLOD++ demo
	Functional dependency discovery
 	Functional dependencies express relationships between attributes of a database relation and are extensively used in data analysis and database design, especially schema normalization. We contribute to research in this area by evaluating current state-of-the-art algorithms and developing faster and more scalable approaches.
 	See also: FD algorithms
	Order dependency discovery
 	Order dependencies (ODs) describe a relationship of order between lists of attributes in a relational table. ODs can help to understand the semantics of datasets and the applications producing them. The existence of an OD in a table can provide hints on which integrity constraints are valid for the domain of the data at hand. Moreover, order dependencies have applications in the field of query optimization by suggesting query rewrites.
 	See also: OD algorithms










				Teaching Data Profiling
			
Student projects
	Master's project "Profiling Dynamic Data" (4 students, winter 16/17)
	Master's project "Approximate Data Profiling" (10 students, summer 2015)
	Master's project "Metadata Trawling" (4 students, winter 14/15)
	Master's project "Joint Data Profiling" (4 students, winter 13/14)
	Master's project "Piggy-back Profiling" (6 students, winter 13/14)
	Bachelor's project "ProCSIA: Profiling column stores with IBM's Information Analyzer" (8 students, summer 2011)

Current and past master theses
	Please see these links for ongoing and completed master's theses, many of which are in the data profiling area. All theses are available as pdf - just contact Felix Naumann.

Courses
	Master's seminar "Advanced Data Profiling" (winter 17/18)
	Master's course "Data Profiling" (summer 17)
	PhD course "Data Profiling" at University of Trento (summer 15)
	Master's course "Data profiling and data cleansing" (winter 14/15)
	Master's course "Data profiling and data cleansing" (summer 13)
	Master's seminar "Advanced data profiling" (winter 13/14)
	Master's seminar "Linked Data Profiling" (summer 2009)










				Publications
			
BibSonomy - The BibSonomy default CSL style

	Data-driven Schema Normalization. Papenbrock, Thorsten; Naumann, Felix (2017). 342–353. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
URNhttp://dx.doi.org/10.5441/002/edbt.2017.31
AbstractEnsuring Boyce-Codd Normal Form (BCNF) is the most popular way to remove redundancy and anomalies from datasets. Normalization to BCNF forces functional dependencies (FDs) into keys and foreign keys, which eliminates duplicate values and makes data constraints explicit. Despite being well researched in theory, converting the schema of an existing dataset into BCNF is still a complex, manual task, especially because the number of functional dependencies is huge and deriving keys and foreign keys is NP-hard. In this paper, we present a novel normalization algorithm called Normalize, which uses discovered functional dependencies to normalize relational datasets into BCNF. Normalize runs entirely data-driven, which means that redundancy is removed only where it can be observed, and it is (semi-)automatic, which means that a user may or may not interfere with the normalization process. The algorithm introduces an efficient method for calculating the closure over sets of functional dependencies and novel features for choosing appropriate constraints. Our evaluation shows that Normalize can process millions of FDs within a few minutes and that the constraint selection techniques support the construction of meaningful relations during normalization.




	A Hybrid Approach for Efficient Unique Column Combination Discovery. Papenbrock, Thorsten; Naumann, Felix (2017). 195–204. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
AbstractUnique column combinations (UCCs) are groups of attributes in relational datasets that contain no value-entry more than once. Hence, they indicate keys and serve data management tasks, such as schema normalization, data integration, and data cleansing. Because the unique column combinations of a particular dataset are usually unknown, UCC discovery algorithms have been proposed to find them. All previous such discovery algorithms are, however, inapplicable to datasets of typical real-world size, e.g., datasets with more than 50 attributes and a million records. We present the hybrid discovery algorithm HyUCC, which uses the same discovery techniques as the recently proposed functional dependency discovery algorithm HyFD: A hybrid combination of fast approximation techniques and efficient validation techniques. With it, the algorithm discovers all minimal unique column combinations in a given dataset. HyUCC does not only outperform all existing approaches, it also scales to much larger datasets.




	Holistic Data Profiling: Simultaneous Discovery of Various Metadata. Ehrlich, Jens; Roick, Mandy; Schulze, Lukas; Zwiener, Jakob; Papenbrock, Thorsten; Naumann, Felix (2016). 305–316. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
AbstractData profiling is the discipline of examining an unknown dataset for its structure and statistical information. It is a preprocessing step in a wide range of applications, such as data integration, data cleansing, or query optimization. For this reason, many algorithms have been proposed for the discovery of different kinds of metadata. When analyzing a dataset, these profiling algorithms are often applied in sequence, but they do not support one another, for instance, by sharing I/O cost or pruning information. We present the holistic algorithm MUDS, which jointly discovers the three most important metadata: inclusion dependencies, unique column combinations, and functional dependencies. By sharing I/O cost and data structures across the different discovery tasks, MUDS can clearly increase the efficiency of traditional sequential data profiling. The algorithm also introduces novel inter-task pruning rules that build upon different types of metadata, e.g., unique column combinations to infer functional dependencies. We evaluate MUDS in detail and compare it against the sequential execution of state-of-the-art algorithms. A comprehensive evaluation shows that our holistic algorithm outperforms the baseline by up to factor 48 on datasets with favorable pruning conditions.




	A Hybrid Approach to Functional Dependency Discovery. Papenbrock, Thorsten; Naumann, Felix in SIGMOD ’16 (2016). 821–833. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
URNhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2882903.2915203
AbstractFunctional dependencies are structural metadata that can be used for schema normalization, data integration, data cleansing, and many other data management tasks. Despite their importance, the functional dependencies of a specific dataset are usually unknown and almost impossible to discover manually. For this reason, database research has proposed various algorithms for functional dependency discovery. None, however, are able to process datasets of typical real-world size, e.g., datasets with more than 50 attributes and a million records. We present a hybrid discovery algorithm called HyFD, which combines fast approximation techniques with efficient validation techniques in order to find all minimal functional dependencies in a given dataset. While operating on compact data structures, HyFD not only outperforms all existing approaches, it also scales to much larger datasets.




	Data Profiling (tutorial). Ziawasch Abedjan, Lukasz Golab; Naumann, Felix (2016). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
AbstractOne of the crucial requirements before consuming datasets for any application is to understand the dataset at hand and its metadata. The process of metadata discovery is known as data profiling. Profiling activities range from ad-hoc approaches, such as eye-balling random subsets of the data or formulating aggregation queries, to systematic inference of structural information and statistics of a dataset using dedicated profiling tools. In this tutorial, we highlight the importance of data profiling as part of any data-related use-case, and discuss the area of data profiling by classifying data profiling tasks and reviewing the state-of-the-art data profiling systems and techniques. In particular, we discuss hard problems in data profiling, such as algorithms for dependency discovery and profiling algorithms for dynamic data and streams. We conclude with directions for future research in the area of data profiling. This tutorial is based on our survey on profiling relational data [1].




	RDFind: Scalable Conditional Inclusion Dependency Discovery in RDF Datasets. Kruse, Sebastian; Jentzsch, Anja; Papenbrock, Thorsten; Kaoudi, Zoi; Quiane-Ruiz, Jorge-Arnulfo; Naumann, Felix in SIGMOD ’16 (2016). 953–967. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
URNhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2882903.2915206
AbstractInclusion dependencies (inds) form an important integrity constraint on relational databases, supporting data management tasks, such as join path discovery and query optimization. Conditional inclusion dependencies (cinds), which define including and included data in terms of conditions, allow to transfer these capabilities to rdf data. However, cind discovery is computationally much more complex than ind discovery and the number of cinds even on small rdf datasets is intractable. To cope with both problems, we first introduce the notion of pertinent cinds with an adjustable relevance criterion to filter and rank cinds based on their extent and implications among each other. Second, we present RDFind, a distributed system to efficiently discover all pertinent cinds in rdf data. RDFind employs a lazy pruning strategy to drastically reduce the cind search space. Also, its exhaustive parallelization strategy and robust data structures make it highly scalable. In our experimental evaluation, we show that RDFind is up to 419 times faster than the state-of-the-art, while considering a more general class of cinds. Furthermore, it is capable of processing a very large dataset of billions of triples, which was entirely infeasible before.




	Efficient Order Dependency Discovery. Langer, Philipp; Naumann, Felix in VLDB Journal (2016). 25(2) 223–241. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
AbstractOrder dependencies (ODs) describe a relationship of order between lists of attributes in a relational table. ODs can help to understand the semantics of datasets and the applications producing them. They have applications in the field of query optimization by suggesting query rewrites. Also, the existence of an OD in a table can provide hints on which integrity constraints are valid for the domain of the data at hand. This work is the first to describe the discovery problem for order dependencies in a principled manner by characterizing the search space, developing and proving pruning rules, and presenting the algorithm Order, which finds all order dependencies in a given table. Order traverses the lattice of permutations of attributes in a level-wise bottom-up manner. In a comprehensive evaluation we show that it is efficient even for various large datasets.  Szlichta et al. propose a more efficient algorithm to discover order dependencies. In their paper they also point out flaws of our proposal:
 Jaroslaw Szlichta, Parke Godfrey, Lukasz Golab, Mehdi Kargar, Divesh Srivastava: Effective and Complete Discovery of Order Dependencies via Set-based Axiomatization, in PVLDB 10(7), p. 721 - 732, 2017.





	Divide & Conquer-based Inclusion Dependency Discovery. Papenbrock, Thorsten; Kruse, Sebastian; Quiane-Ruiz, Jorge-Arnulfo; Naumann, Felix in Proceedings of the VLDB Endowmen (2015). 8(7) 774–785. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
URNhttp://dx.doi.org/10.14778/2824032.2824086
AbstractThe discovery of all inclusion dependencies (INDs) in a dataset is an important part of any data profiling effort. Apart from the detection of foreign key relationships, INDs can help to perform data integration, query optimization, integrity checking, or schema (re-)design. However, the detection of INDs gets harder as datasets become larger in terms of number of tuples as well as attributes. To this end, we propose BINDER, an IND detection system that is capable of detecting both unary and n-ary INDs. It is based on a divide & conquer approach, which allows to handle very large datasets – an important property on the face of the ever increasing size of today’s data. In contrast to most related works, we do not rely on existing database functionality nor assume that inspected datasets fit into main memory. This renders BINDER an efficient and scalable competitor. Our exhaustive experimental evaluation shows the high superiority of BINDER over the state-of-the-art in both unary (SPIDER) and n-ary (MIND) IND discovery. BINDER is up to 26x faster than SPIDER and more than 2500x faster than MIND.




	Functional Dependency Discovery: An Experimental Evaluation of Seven Algorithms. Papenbrock, Thorsten; Ehrlich, Jens; Marten, Jannik; Neubert, Tommy; Rudolph, Jan-Peer; Schönberg, Martin; Zwiener, Jakob; Naumann, Felix in Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment (2015). 8(10) 1082–1093. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
URNhttp://dx.doi.org/10.14778/2794367.2794377
AbstractFunctional dependencies are important metadata used for schema normalization, data cleansing and many other tasks. The efficient discovery of functional dependencies in tables is a well-known challenge in database research and has seen several approaches. Because no comprehensive comparison between these algorithms exist at the time, it is hard to choose the best algorithm for a given dataset. In this experimental paper, we describe, evaluate, and compare the seven most cited and most important algorithms, all solving this same problem. First, we classify the algorithms into three different categories, explaining their commonalities. We then describe all algorithms with their main ideas. The descriptions provide additional details where the original papers were ambiguous or incomplete. Our evaluation of careful re-implementations of all algorithms spans a broad test space including synthetic and real-world data. We show that all functional dependency algorithms optimize for certain data characteristics and provide hints on when to choose which algorithm. In summary, however, all current approaches scale surprisingly poorly, showing potential for future research.




	Profiling relational data: a survey. Abedjan, Ziawasch; Golab, Lukasz; Naumann, Felix in VLDB Journal (2015). 24(4) 557–581. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
URNhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00778-015-0389-y
AbstractProfiling data to determine metadata about a given dataset is an important and frequent activity of any IT professional and researcher and is necessary for various use-cases. It encompasses a vast array of methods to examine datasets and produce metadata. Among the simpler results are statistics, such as the number of null values and distinct values in a column, its data type, or the most frequent patterns of its data values. Metadata that are more difficult to compute involve multiple columns, namely correlations, unique column combinations, functional dependencies, and inclusion dependencies. Further techniques detect conditional properties of the dataset at hand. This survey provides a classification of data profiling tasks and comprehensively reviews the state of the art for each class. In addition, we review data profiling tools and systems from research and industry. We conclude with an outlook on the future of data profiling beyond traditional profiling tasks and beyond relational databases.




	Exploring Linked Data Graph Structures. Jentzsch, Anja; Dullweber, Christian; Troiano, Pierpaolo; Naumann, Felix (2015). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Data Profiling with Metanome. Papenbrock, Thorsten; Bergmann, Tanja; Finke, Moritz; Zwiener, Jakob; Naumann, Felix in Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment (2015). 8(12) 1860–1871. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
URNhttp://dx.doi.org/10.14778/2824032.2824086
AbstractData profiling is the discipline of discovering metadata about given datasets. The metadata itself serve a variety of use cases, such as data integration, data cleansing, or query optimization. Due to the importance of data profiling in practice, many tools have emerged that support data scientists and IT professionals in this task. These tools provide good support for profiling statistics that are easy to compute, but they are usually lacking automatic and efficient discovery of complex statistics, such as inclusion dependencies, unique column combinations, or functional dependencies. We present Metanome, an extensible profiling platform that incorporates many state-of-the-art profiling algorithms. While Metanome is able to calculate simple profiling statistics in relational data, its focus lies on the automatic discovery of complex metadata. Metanome’s goal is to provide novel profiling algorithms from research, perform comparative evaluations, and to support developers in building and testing new algorithms. In addition, Metanome is able to rank profiling results according to various metrics and to visualize the at times large metadata sets.




	LODOP - Multi-Query Optimization for Linked Data Profiling Queries. Forchhammer, Benedikt; Jentzsch, Anja; Naumann, Felix (2014). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	DFD: Efficient Discovery of Functional Dependencies. Abedjan, Ziawasch; Schulze, Patrick; Naumann, Felix (2014). 949–958. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
AbstractThe discovery of unknown functional dependencies in a dataset is of great importance for database redesign, anomaly detection and data cleansing applications. However, as the nature of the problem is exponential in the number of attributes none of the existing approaches can be applied on large datasets. We present a new algorithm DFD for discovering all functional dependencies in a dataset following a depth-first traversal strategy of the attribute lattice that combines aggressive pruning and efficient result verification. Our approach is able to scale far beyond existing algorithms for up to 7.5 million tuples, and is up to three orders of magnitude faster than existing approaches on smaller datasets. Winner of the CIKM 2014 Best Student Paper Award




	Detecting Unique Column Combinations on Dynamic Data. Abedjan, Ziawasch; Quanie-Ruiz, Jorge-Arnulfo; Naumann, Felix (2014). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Amending RDF Entities with New Facts. Abedjan, Ziawasch; Naumann, Felix (2014). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Estimating the Number and Sizes of Fuzzy-Duplicate Clusters. Heise, Arvid; Kasneci, Gjergji; Naumann, Felix (2014). 959–968. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Profiling and Mining RDF Data with ProLOD++. Abedjan, Ziawasch; Gruetze, Toni; Jentzsch, Anja; Naumann, Felix (2014). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Synonym Analysis for Predicate Expansion. Abedjan, Ziawasch; Naumann, Felix (2013). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Improving RDF Data through Association Rule Mining. Abedjan, Ziawasch; Naumann, Felix in Datenbank-Spektrum (Special Issue on RDF Data Management) (2013). 13(2) 111–120. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Data Profiling Revisited. Naumann, Felix in SIGMOD Record (2013). 32(4) 40–49. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
AbstractData profiling comprises a broad range of methods to efficiently analyze a given data set. In a typical scenario, which mirrors the capabilities of commercial data profiling tools, tables of a relational database are scanned to derive metadata, such as data types and value patterns, completeness and uniqueness of columns, keys and foreign keys, and occasionally functional dependencies and association rules. Individual research projects have proposed several additional profiling tasks, such as the discovery of inclusion dependencies or conditional functional dependencies. Data profiling deserves a fresh look for two reasons: First, the area itself is neither established nor defined in any principled way, despite significant research activity on individual parts in the past. Second, more and more data beyond the traditional relational databases are being created and beg to be profiled. The article proposes new research directions and challenges, including interactive and incremental profiling and profiling heterogeneous and non-relational data.




	Scalable Discovery of Unique Column Combinations. Heise, Arvid; Quiane-Ruiz, Jorge-Arnulfo; Abedjan, Ziawasch; Jentzsch, Anja; Naumann, Felix (2013). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
AbstractThe discovery of all unique (and non-unique) column combinations in a given dataset is at the core of any data profiling effort. The results are useful for a large number of areas of data management, such as anomaly detection, data integration, data modeling, duplicate detection, indexing, and query optimization. However, discovering all unique and non-unique column combinations is an NP-hard problem, which in principle requires to verify an exponential number of column combinations for uniqueness on all data values. Thus, achieving efficiency and scalability in this context is a tremendous challenge by itself. In this paper, we devise DUCC, a scalable and efficient approach to the problem of finding all unique and non-unique column combinations in big datasets. We first model the problem as a graph coloring problem and analyze the pruning effect of individual combinations. We then present our hybrid column-based pruning technique, which traverses the lattice in a depth-first and random walk combination. This strategy allows DUCC to typically depend on the solution set size and hence to prune large swaths of the lattice. DUCC also incorporates row-based pruning to run uniqueness checks in just few milliseconds. To achieve even higher scalability, DUCC runs on several CPU cores (scale-up) and compute nodes (scale-out) with a very low overhead. We exhaustively evaluate DUCC using three datasets (two real and one synthetic) with several millions rows and hundreds of attributes. We compare DUCC with related work: Gordian and HCA. The results show that DUCC is up to more than 2 orders of magnitude faster than Gordian and HCA (631x faster than Gordian and 398x faster than HCA). Finally, a series of scalability experiments shows the efficiency of DUCC to scale up and out.




	Discovering Conditional Inclusion Dependencies. Bauckmann, Jana; Abedjan, Ziawasch; Müller, Heiko; Leser, Ulf; Naumann, Felix (2012). 2094–2098. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Reconciling Ontologies and the Web of Data. Abedjan, Ziawasch; Lorey, Johannes; Naumann, Felix (2012). 1532–1536. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Holistic and Scalable Ontology Alignment for Linked Open Data. Gruetze, Toni; Böhm, Christoph; Naumann, Felix (2012). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Covering or complete? : discovering conditional inclusion dependencies. Technical Report (62), Bauckmann, Jana; Abedjan, Ziawasch; Leser, Ulf; Müller, Heiko; Naumann, Felix (2012). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Latent Topics in Graph-Structured Data. Böhm, Christoph; Kasneci, Gjergji; Naumann, Felix (2012). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
AbstractLarge amounts of graph-structured data are emerging from various avenues, ranging from natural and life sciences to so- cial and semantic web communities. We address the problem of discovering subgraphs of entities that reflect latent topics in graph-structured data. These topics are structured meta- information providing further insights into the data. The presented approach effectively detects such topics by exploit- ing only the structure of the underlying graph, thus avoiding the dependency on textual labels, which are a scarce asset in prevalent graph datasets. The viability of our approach is demonstrated in experiments on real-world datasets.




	RDF Ontology (Re-)Engineering through Large-scale Data Mining. Lorey, Johannes; Abedjan, Ziawasch; Naumann, Felix; Böhm, Christoph (2011). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Context and Target Configurations for Mining RDF Data. Abedjan, Ziawasch; Naumann, Felix (2011). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Creating voiD Descriptions for Web-scale Data. Böhm, Christoph; Lorey, Johannes; Naumann, Felix in Journal of Web Semantics: Science, Services and Agents on the World Wide Web (2011). 9(3) 339–345. 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen
URNhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.websem.2011.06.001



	Advancing the Discovery of Unique Column Combinations. Abedjan, Ziawasch; Naumann, Felix (2011). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
                                            
                                            ]
                                        
 
Weitere Informationen



	Advancing the Discovery of Unique Column Combinations. Technical Report (51), Abedjan, Ziawasch; Naumann, Felix (2011). 



                                            [
                                            
                                                Details
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